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The Indicators of Success  
in Africa, 2065
In slightly less than fifty years Africa will be celebrating a century of independence after colonial rule. 
Judging from comments by a number of observers, Africa’s lot is improving but there are a number 
of dissenting voices. The contention is that the changes are superficial, driven by temporarily higher 
prices for minerals and that Africa is still a minnow because it was left behind by the industrial age, 
the information age and is nowhere in sight in the knowledge economy. Granted. So, is Africa’s future 
lost in a mirage? Perhaps what is needed is a sharper definition of what success will look like for  
Africa fifty years hence. 

Infrastructure
Fifty years from now one should 
be able to drive throughout 
on tarmac from Cape Town to 
Cairo or from Mogadishu  to 
Freetown.  Using the standard 
gauge railway, a company 
should be able to move goods 
from Maputo to Lusaka in 
less than twenty four hours. 
The quality of airports and the 
safety of air travel should have 
tremendously improved so that 
it should be as safe to travel 
by air in Africa as it is in any 
other part of the world.  No 
household in Dar-es-Salaam 
or business premises in Lagos 
should experience  power 
outage because of a shortage 
of power. A network of power 
lines fed by geothermal 
fields in Ethiopia and Kenya; 
hydroelectric power from 
Congo; nuclear installations in 
Kenya, South Africa, Ivory Coast 

and Egypt will see to it that 
the manufacturing plants keep 
roaring round the clock.

Commerce and industry
 By 2065, goods and services 
from one corner of the 
continent should be able to 
move easily across borders to 
meet demand in a far flung part 
of the continent. Organizations 
that would have built up their 
muscle by addressing Africa’s 
needs, with an estimated 
population of over a billion 
consumers, should fifty years 
from now be large transnational 
entities straddling the globe.  
By then, to claim success, each 
of the fifty five members of the 
African Union should have, on 
average, produced at least one 
transnational corporation each 
capable of holding its own on 
the global marketplace. 

Aid and resource flows
The anticipated growth in 
African income should, in 
the next half century, have 
cancelled the need for aid to 
flow in from the north. By 2065, 
the flow of resources out of 
Africa due to debt repayment, 
poorly constructed agreements 
in the extractive industry, 
skewed tax incentives to foreign 
investors and a myriad of other 
forms of economic exploitation 
should have been reduced 
to nil. Instead the net flow of 
resources should be towards 
Africa in compensation for its 
resources, outstanding goods 
and exemplary services.

Human development 
indices
By 2065, environmental 
sustainability should have been 
integrated in all development 
work;  deaths from malaria, HIV 
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and AIDS other communicable 
diseases should have dropped 
to less than 10 per cent of the 
current rate; maternal health 
should have improved and 
mortality rate for pregnant 
mothers fallen by more than 
half the current rate; infant 
mortality should have fallen 
to less than 3 per cent per 
year; gender equality should 
have been realized; universal 
primary education should have 
been achieved and literacy 
rates risen to over 90 per 
cent; and extreme hunger and 
poverty should be at negligible 
levels in Africa and no famine 
should have been witnessed in 
any part of the continent for 10 
years.

Governance, peace and 
security
Africa hosts 28% of the global 
total of refugees, by 2065, the 
continent’s contribution to 
the number of global refugees 
should have fallen to less than 
3%. In no African country, 
fifty years from now, should 
there be a case of internal 
displacement of persons 
due to conflict.   By 2065, 
groups that use violence to 
promote sectarian interests 
should have been rendered 
irrelevant by inclusive, 
equitable development and by 
good governance in African 
states; and should have been 
rendered ineffective due to the 
sophistication of policing and 
intelligence gathering.  

Fifty years hence, deliberate 
consensus building, 
the visionary strategic 
direction set by leadership, 
active government 
responsiveness to the needs 
of citizens, accountability and 
transparency of government, 
equity and the rule of law 
should be the norm in Africa. 
The level of good governance 
should be such that, within 
the period of the ten or so 
general elections to come, 
there should no credible need 
for teams of election observers 
from the north to validate such 
democratic processes in Africa. 
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